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Abstract: Nour Ali Elahi (1895–1974) was a mystic, lawyer and master of the tanbur in 
Iran. He was a member of “Ahl-e Haqq,” a small group of Persian Kurds. As a regional 
celebrity he was admired as a master (Ostad) in questions of ethics and law but also as a 
master of the Kurdish tanbur. After his death his reputation also grew in Europe and the 
USA. In 1985 the “Ostad Elahi Foundation” was established in New York and in 2000 in 
Paris, followed by a similar society in Vienna. The groups of his admirers are diverse, but 
are dominated by exiles from Iran, especially in Vienna. Because Elahi is seen as a famous 
musician by the foundation, his art has a high standing for them and there is a great interest 
in propagating his interpretations. This paper argues that Elahi’s music not only became a 
symbol for his mystical and ethical thinking but also formed a part of the new identity in exile, 
although it differs strongly from “traditional” Persian music. There is also a special interest in 
the connection between Elahi’s music and other forms of European music as an example of the 
respectful encounter of different cultures.  Concerts in Paris and an exhibition about Elahi in 
the Metropolitan Museum in New York are successful signs of such efforts.

it was at one of the yearly birthday celebrations for Nour Ali elahi in Vienna 
that i first heard music in the tradition of the man being celebrated.1 i was quite 
astonished that this city should be one of the meeting points of admirers of this 
extraordinary person, who never left his homeland of iran. Born in 1895, he grew 
up in Jeyhunabad in the very traditional surroundings of the Kurdish Province 
of Kermanshah. his family played a leading role in one of the groups of Ahl-e 
haqq, a religious community in Kurdish regions primarily in iran but also in iraq 
and in south-eastern Kurdish parts of Turkey.2 Ahl-e haqq can be traced back to 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and shows traces of the inf luence of islam, 
Yazidis, Alivi, and sufism.3 

1 The Viennese society of ethics organizes this annual event with great effort.
2 see Algar and elahi.
3 heinz halm: “Ahl-e hAQ Q,” Encyclopaedia Iranica, i/6 (1982), 635–37; online: http://www.

iranicaonline.org/articles/ahl-e-haqq-people  (accessed 14 March 2019); christine Allison, Anke 
Joisten-Pruschke and Antje Wendtland (eds.): From Daēnā to Dîn.Religion, Kultur und Sprache in der 
iranischen Welt. Festschrift für Philip Kreyenbroek zum 60. Geburtstag, Wiesbaden: otto harrasowitz 
2009, 263–377; and Jean During: A Critical Survey on Ahi-e Haqq Studies in Europe and lran, in: 
Alevi Identity. Cultural, Religious and Social Perspectives. Papers Read at a Conference Held at the Swedish 
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it is not easy to form an idea of the meaning of Nour Ali elahi during his 
lifetime. Most descriptions date from after his death and came exclusively from 
close friends and members of his family. As usual for a respected person in that 
cultural sphere, they contain many phrases of civility and mystification. it is said 
that as a child of nine years elahi retired into a contemplative life for twelve years, 
with periods of strict fasting and meditation under the guidance of his father hadj 
Nematollah, who also was a leading figure of their branch of Ahl-e haqq. The leg-
end tells us that on a pilgrimage elahi suddenly fell ill and died, but returned back 
to life, infused with a new soul.4 A story like this enforced at least his fame and 
mystification. it is also said that when islamic fanatics destroyed the structure over 
his tomb in hashtgerd in 1982, the aggressors found the tomb empty.5 his admir-
ers explained this fact as a proof of the outstanding position of a spiritual person.

elahi is not just known as a leading spiritual person but also as a model judge. 
in 1917 he decided to finish his time of seclusion in order to participate actively in 
social life. After studying law he started his career as a legal magistrate and was in-
volved in reforms which were meant to replace the clergy’s jurisdiction. The mid-
twenties of the twentieth century were times of political change, with the putsch 
against the Kadscharen dynasty in 1925 and the installation of reza shah Pahlawi.

elahi is also known as an extraordinary musician. his main instrument, the 
tanbour, a long-necked lute, is important to this day in the religious rites of Ahl-e 
haqq, where it is considered as a medium for meditation or spiritual experiences.6 
even in this activity elahi is described as exceptional. The legend says that he was 
already a virtuoso on the tanbour at the age of nine.7 

Although elahi never played in public – only for private pleasure and medita-
tion, alone or with friends and family – he seemed to have a great reputation in 
this profession. it is said that he impressed some of the celebrated iranian musi-
cians like Darvish Khan (1872–1926) and later Abol-hasan saba (1902–1957) in 
playing the tanbour, which differs from “classical” Persian music as well as their 
radif-repertoire.8 Dariush savfat, the later director of the centre for Preservation 
and Propagation of iranian Music and a master of setar and pupil of Abol-hassan 

Research Institute in Istanbul, November 25–27, 1996, ed. by Tord olsson, elisabeth Özdalga, and 
catherina raudvere (richmond: swedish research institute in istanbul 1996), 105–25.

4 During, The Spirit of Sounds. The Unique Art of OstadElahi (1895–1974). (New York: cornwall 
Books, 2003), 30–31.

5 Algar, hamid and Morris, James Winston and During, Jean: “elāhī, hājj Nūr Alī,” in: Encyclopae-
dia Iranica, http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/elahi (accessed 13 March 2019).

6 Navid fozi: “The hallowed summoning of Tradition: Body Techniques in construction of the 
sacred Tanbur of Western iran,” Anthropological Quarterly 80:1 (2007), 107.

7 Jean During, The Spirit of Sounds. The Unique Art of OstadElahi (1895–1974), 26–32.
8 ibid., 35.

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/elahi
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saba, described elahi as an important iranian musician in the twentieth century.9 
so elahi has become part of the canon of the iranian music. 

in his local sphere of inf luence elahi was certainly well known: in his home-
land Kermanshah, where his family had a high status, and in other iranian districts 
to which he was sent as a magistrate, as well as in Teheran, where he lived as a 
spiritual teacher after his retirement. The attribute “ostad” (master) shows that he 
was respected both as an extraordinary musician and as an advisor in spiritual and 
ethical questions. in all the descriptions of his music both the spiritual meaning 
and his virtuoso techniques are stressed. 

The shirAz fesTiVAl of ArT  
As A MeeTiNg PoiNT of eAsT AND WesT

his first encounter with representatives of “western music culture” – and the only 
one in elahi’s lifetime – was apparently during the shiraz festival of Arts, which 
took place from 1967 to 1977 as part of the cultural politics of the Pahlewi re-
gime. one of the major goals of this project was to bring together artists repre-
senting the “western” and “eastern” worlds of art. it was meant to be a meeting 
point of different cultures and of traditional and contemporary music from around 
the world.10 To call attention to the long tradition of Persian culture (and doubtless 
also to advertise touristic destinations), these events took place in front of the ru-
ins of Persepolis or the gardens of hafezieh. Young iranian artists sought contact 
with composers like iannis xenakis, Karlheinz stockhausen, and John cage.11 The 
music department of Tehran university was also involved with the festival. At the 
same time,  the visiting musicians and artists found inspiration in the landscape, 
architecture, and traditional art of the host country. 

it seemed that elahi – who would never have performed at an event like this 
– was invited there at the recommendation of insiders. Pupils of Abol-hasan saba 
who participated in the festival, and of course Dariush savfat, who was there as a 
popular advisor, could have been intermediaries.12 Two representatives of “west-
ern” culture met elahi for sure: the dancer and choreographer Maurice Béjart and 

9 Dariush safvat:  “Musique iranienne et Mystique”  (translated and with annotations by Jean 
During), Etudes Traditionelle. 483 (1984): 42–54, and 484 (1984): 94–109.

10 robert gluck: The Shiraz Art Festival: Western Avant-Garde Arts in the 1970s Iran, 2006. https://
www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/pdf/10.1162/leon.2007.40.1.20; and Mahasti Afshar, festival of 
Arts, shiraz-Persepolis 1967–1977. http://www.academia.edu/12568899/festival_of_Arts_shi-
raz-Persepolis_1967-1977_updated_May_2015 (accessed 20 March 2019). 

11 gluck, The Shiraz Art Festival.
12 Afshar, Festival of Arts, Shiraz-Persepolis, 5.
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the violinist Yehudi Menuhin. They seemed to have been fascinated by him. Bé-
jart, who converted to shiite islam after his participation in the shiraz festivals, 
and who was always looking for new inspiration, spoke about a spiritual experi-
ence that changed his life.13 Maybe he saw in elahi’s art a spiritual relationship. 
elahi described his own musical practice as a “link to the source,” and at times 
he compared it with spiritual dancing.14 Béjart explained one year after his visit 
in shiraz that dance is connected to the divine.15 The fact that elahi and Béjart 
were not able to communicate in words (they had no shared language) implies that 
maybe Béjart recognized what he was looking for. he kept in touch with elahi’s 
family, and Nour Ali’s younger son chahrokh was invited to Béjart’s seventieth 
birthday ein 1997 as a special guest.16 More down to earth, Yehudi Menuhin spoke 
about the fascination  in elahi’s improvisations of the musical variety possible 
from limited audio material. Their statements about these meetings were cited 
in later publications and on websites about elahi as an important proof of the ex-
traordinary effect of his performance.

TrANsfer iNTo WesTerN culTure

in spite of such prominent visitors, elahi’s overall fame as musician may have been 
limited to his homeland in an early phase, traditionally cultivated by his peo-
ple. for them his spiritual heritage became very important, and his book Borhan 
ol-Haqq (Demonstration of the Truth, 1963) seems to have been used as a kind 
of religious guide.17 his music was seen as an expression of his meditative spir-
ituality. But after the establishment of the islamic regime, his philosophy and 
his music were regarded as a danger, and in 1982 islamic fanatics destroyed his 
tomb in hashtgerd, which had meanwhile become a site of pilgrimage. Members 
of his family and other members of Ahl-e haqq left the country, and they took 
the memory of ostad elahi with them into exile. There they tried to spread their 
philosophy and with it his music; his second son, Bahram elahi, works on the dis-
semination of his father’s spiritual thinking, and has published several articles and 
books in french, english, german, Polish, and greek.18 The Nour foundation, 

13 During, The Spirit of Sounds, 122–23. 
14 Jean During records the anecdote of a vision in which elahi asked rumi: “Tell me, what is the 

secret of your dancing, for you to jump and move the way you do at eighty years old?” rumi re-
plied: “Play your tanbour and you will see how i can dance.” During, The Spirit of Sounds, 111.

15 Maurice Béjart, L’autre chant de la danse: ce que la nuit me dit (Paris: flammarion, 1974).
16 Ariane Dollfus: Béjart Le Démiurge (Paris: flammarion, 2017).
17 During, A Critical Survey on Ahi-e Haqq Studies in Europe and lran 106 and 107.
18 Bahram elahi, La Voie de la Perfection (Paris: Albin Michel, 2002).
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founded in 1985 in New York, continues to disseminate the ethical and spiritual 
principles of elahi, as does the “ostad elahi foundation” in Paris, founded in 2000 
by Bahram elahi. Many members of the family transferred their main residence to 
france, which has become a kind of centre for elahi adoration in exile. They even 
found there a site of pilgrimage: the tomb of elahi’s sister Malek Jan in Baillou, in 
the region of Perche. 

The breakthrough to reach a larger audience occurred in 1995, when an exhibi-
tion was organized at the chapelle de la sorbonne in Paris for the centennial of ela-
hi’s birthday.19 The exhibition was accompanied by presentations and conferences at 
the sorbonne, in london, and at some universities in the usA (New York univer-
sity and the university of california in los Angeles). since 1995 twelve albums have 
been published with allegedly original recordings of Nour Ali elahi produced by the 
family in the 1960s and 1970s.20 in 2014–15 a special exhibition was organized about 
elahi as a musician, again accompanied by lectures and performances.21 soon several 
instruments of elahi will be part of the permanent collection of the André Mertens 
galleries for Musical instruments at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. 
in April 2019 there will be the celebration of the handover.22

for elahi’s widespread fans the internet has played an important role in dis-
semination: along with elahi websites, one can also find the so-called ostad elahi 
radio, where his recordings are presented, and where every piece is introduced 
with an explanation in the form of a dialogue.23 

The undisputed authority on elahi’s music is his youngest son, chahrokh ela-
hi, who is himself a recognized master at the tanbour. To propagate his father’s 
music and spirituality, he gives lectures and “master classes” like the one during 
the exhibition in the Metropolitan Museum on 15 November 2014.24 All over the 
world one can now watch and listen to chahrokh’s way of playing his father’s 
music on YouTube. 

19 “symposium on spirituality celebrates the centennial of ostad elahi,” UNESCO News 2/6, (10 
November 1995).

20 Maybe the reference to “the recordings” means that they are played in a style based on the re-
cordings. At least on the booklet of the double-cD “Destination” one can read that elahi’s son is 
performing. The recording quality also suggests professional standards in recent times.

21 The sacred lute: The Art of ostad elahi, 5 August – 1 November 2015. https://www.metmuse-
um.org/exhibitions/listings/2014/sacred-lute (accessed 20 March 2019).

22 “The Musical Art of ostad elahi,” saturday 6 April 2019. https://www.metmuseum.org/events/
programs/met-speaks/ticketed-talks/the-musical-art-of-ostad-elahi (accessed 20 March 2019).

23 on the welcome page one can see the covers of all the recordings. ostad elahi radio: http://www.
ostadradio.com/ (accessed 20 March 2019).

24 Tanbur Masterclass, uris center for education Art room, 15 November 2014. http://ostadelahi.
com/life/exhibitions/events-around-the-sacred-lute/

https://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2014/sacred-lute
https://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2014/sacred-lute
https://www.metmuseum.org/events/programs/met-speaks/ticketed-talks/the-musical-art-of-ostad-elahi
https://www.metmuseum.org/events/programs/met-speaks/ticketed-talks/the-musical-art-of-ostad-elahi
http://www.ostadradio.com/
http://www.ostadradio.com/
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Along with him and some other members of his family there are also Kurdish-
iranian ensembles like razbar which play an important role for the spreading of 
elahi’s music.25 razbar was founded in Bonn in 1997, mainly by Kurdish People 
from hashtgerd, near Teheran. Their main interest is to introduce the culture 
of Ahl-e haqq into europe and the united states, where the J-hoon ensemble 
(deeply connected with the german razbar-group – they even had until recently 
the same pictures and texts on their websites) was founded some years later in New 
York.26 Both of them do not just give concerts but also organize lectures for music 
and dancing. Their performances are designed to present the spirituality of the 
Ahl-e haqq group of Nour Ali elahi to people in europe and usA, and certainly 
for the dancers and musicians it could be a kind of home in exile. on their home-
page they stress the ritual character of their musical practise and explain that they 
want “to share their spiritual music, not to stage a performance.” This is certainly not an 
easy task, so they try to seek new ways like inventing the audience to participate 
or to reproduce a ritual situation. But it is evident that the concert situation has 
not been without consequences. Meanwhile some elements of entertainment have 
entered their performances, for the pleasure of the audience and obviously also for 
the musicians, as a video of a percussion performance shows.27

The TrANslATioN of osTAD elAhi’s Music  
iNTo The WesTerN TrADiTioN

for the last twenty years elahi’s meditative music has attracted interest from sev-
eral musicians in europe who are fond of so-called “world music,” but also from 
musicians coming from the “old-music scene” who are looking for new inspira-
tions. At the presentation “sunday at the Met” at the exhibition in the Metropoli-
tan Museum in 2014 there were two musical groups presenting “crossover music” 
in different ways. 

The famous iranian singer Parissa and her ensemble integrated tanbour into 
traditional Persian music.28 elahi’s grandson shahab elahi played the tanbour, and 
Parissa sang the poems of hafiz and rumi. This performance was introduced as a 

25 The name “razbar” refers to Kathun-e razbar, the mother of sholtan sahak, who is seen as the 
founder of Ahl-e haqq.

26 razbar Website: https://www.razbar.de/; J-hoon Website: https://www.j-hoon.com/ (accessed 
20 March 2018).

27 Video of a percussion performance on the website of razbar; https://www.razbar.de/gallery/#ra-
zbarensemble (accessed 20 March 2019).

28 on her website Parissa stressed the importance of elahi’s spiritual approach to music as model 
for her interpretations. Parissa, biography: http://parissamusic.org/05_biography/tenet.htm (ac-
cessed 20 March 2019).

https://www.razbar.de/
https://www.j-hoon.com/
http://parissamusic.org/05_biography/tenet.htm
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symbol of elahi’s experiences with traditional Persian music. he learned the Per-
sian instruments tar and setar and widened the technique and interpretation of his 
tanbour playing.

The second ensemble was the garcia-fons Quartett, with a mixture of het-
erogeneous instruments: ( jazz) double bass, lute, violin and frame drum. it was a 
crossover of jazz, old music, classical western music and traditional (iranian) Kurd-
ish music. The lute player claire Antonini is specialized in french music of the 
seventeenth century but also came also contact with Persian music with Taiush 
Talaï. The french Jazz double bass player renaud garcia-fons is well known for 
his interest in different musical styles, times, and cultures. his teacher for double 
bass, francois rabbath from syria, awakened his interest in music of the Middle 
east, and so elahi’s music is just one of many inf luences on garcia-fons repertoire. 
Already in 2012 he played in a concert in Paris, “Voyage à Jeyhounabad,” as an hom-
mage à Ostad Elahi in which he tried to replicate the meditative character as well as 
ostad elahi’s playing technique on the tanbour.29 Watching chahrokh elahi play-
ing the tanbour, one can see that his fast strumming is comparable to the rasgueado 
style used by f lamenco guitarists.30 The strokes up and down have to be very pre-
cise and steady to get this kind of rhythmic structure. The movement of the right 
hand looks like a wave movement, as if the tanbour player were stirring the strings. 
When renould garcia-fons translates this technique it seems as if his bow is danc-
ing on the strings.31 his sautillé is also rhythmically absolutely precise. overtones 
and f lageolets evoke the impression of the chordal play of the tanbour. like chah-
rokh elahi on the tanbour, garcia-fons’s left hand produces melodic ornaments in 
hammer-ons and pull-offs or in a combination of both. The inspirations of plucked 
instruments, string instruments of different cultures and times, were important for 
his style, as garcia-fons explained in an interview. for him the double bass is an 
instrument “between the lute/guitar and the viola da gamba.”32 

Both the Parissa ensemble and the garcia-fons Quartett were introduced at 
their concert at the Metropolitan as a fusion of Western and eastern musical prac-
tice and as a symbol of humility, tolerance, and interdisciplinarity in the spirit of 
elahi.

29 renaud garcia-fons, Voyage à Jeyhounabad, live in Paris 2012: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pBoqxzYTlqA (accessed 22 March 2019).

30 The Art of the Tanbour Part i: exploring the Music of ostad elahi (1895–1974): https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=AxcB923_QoY (accessed 22 March 2019).

31 like his teacher, he holds his bow like the cello players. 
32 “renaud garcia-fons in einem interview mit Karl lippegaus.”  https://treibhaus.at/kuenstler/72/

renaud-garcia-fons (accessed 22 March 2019).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBOqXzYTLqA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBOqXzYTLqA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxCB923_QOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxCB923_QOY
https://treibhaus.at/kuenstler/72/renaud-garcia-fons
https://treibhaus.at/kuenstler/72/renaud-garcia-fons
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VieNNese exPerieNces:  
WATchiNg A Process of creATiNg iDeNTiTY?

finally i want to return to where i began. how did elahi’s legacy come to Vienna? 
By accident, and with the help of some iranians living in Vienna, the society of 
ethics was founded in 2000, the same year as the “elahi foundation” in Paris. Ac-
cording to its website and the statements of those responsible for the society, the 
idea of this association is the discussion of “ethical Principles” according to ostad 
elahi’s philosophy. his principals are explained in a very general manner: equal-
ity, tolerance, freedom of thought, respect and empathy for all cultures and reli-
gions. The reasons why people visit lectures (about ethical principles in medicine 
and law, as well as in questions of gender and other current topics) and the annual 
birthday celebration are diverse. Analysing some interviews of the audience, one 
can say that there is a very broad range: from the interest in some or just one of 
the lectures or in special subjects, which need not imply any relationship to elahi, 
to a passionate interest in his philosophical maxims. To give a precise overview 
would require closer research. But there is one special aspect concerning the par-
ticipants of iranian origin, who are the majority in the society: the coordination of 
the events is in the hands of the family of my iranian friend, the president is from 
iran, and the general secretary is married to an iranian. Many of the members of 
the society are iranians in exile. They had different reasons to leave iran: some 
are confirmed democrats, others are confirmed monarchists, but what they have 
in common is their rejection of the Mullah regime. in discussions they explain 
that elahi’s ethical principles, which are considered as open for different confes-
sions, could point out a way to live in a good relationship with the inhabitants of 
the respective land of exile and could also serve as a possible model for an ideal 
social life in iran. one example of this idea is the dissertation of Alaleh fadai, 
“inside / outside: geschlechtsspezifische Baustrukturen im iran” (gender Aspects 
of Building structures in iran)“ which in 2011 was submitted to the institute of 
history of Art, Building Archaeology, and restoration in Vienna. she presented 
elahi’s ethical principles as a way to break down the gender segregation expressed 
in possibly new forms of iranian architecture.

one can see the conscious seeking for community in some “intercultural” per-
formances of razbar or the Mojdeh ensemble founded by shahab elahi, Nour Ali’s 
grandson. in Vienna this kind of mixture can be seen in the musical programme of 
the events of the society. especially the yearly commemorations present a musical 
mixture of tanbour performances and compositions, which are seen as typical of 
“classical european music.” of special interest is the background music at the be-
ginning of some events that prepare the audience for what follows. Performances 
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by ostad elahi on the tanbour alternate with music considered typical of Austrian 
or Viennese culture: Mozart, the waltzes of Johann strauss, or songs from The 
Sound of Music.33

The music of ostad elahi found a most fertile soil in exile. symbolizing his 
spiritual philosophy, it is highly welcome as a meditative music that has become 
increasingly popular in recent years. it may also be an inspiration for musicians 
of trendy “world music.” it is a must for those who want to come in touch with 
elahi’s philosophy. his music is attractive in winning people for his philosophy; at 
least it has become a symbol for some iranian groups in their Austrian exile. Kurd-
ish tanbour music is their iranian part of Austrian culture.

33 This mixture was chosen for the festival event celebrating the 120th birthday of ostad elah on 24 
september 2015.


